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This paper presents the basic dimensions and characteristics of the nine currently marketed
self-contained color display systems that could conceivably be employed by psychologists
for instruction and research in psychology. The systems all cost less than $10,000, with the
least expensive systems costing less than $2,000. The systems are compared on several sig
nificant variables to aid in the process of selection. The uses of this type of color display
system for research and instruction in psychology are described.

The development of all sciences has relied heavily
on the apparatus available (Millward, 1978). Each
technological advance in computer hardware brings with
it the potential of a new research instrument for use in
the on-line psychological laboratory. Until recently, at
least one independent variable was relatively difficult to
investigate using a computer; that variable was color.
The major reason for this was simply the cost of a color
display system. However, the 1978 National Computer
Conference marked the introduction of several new
color display systems that are reasonably priced (i.e., less
than $10,000). These displays have a broad range of
easily used capabilities that make them appealing
additions to the collection of research and instructional
instruments used in the on-line psychological laboratory .
They obviously open up new opportunities in the
investigation of the color variable.

This paper has three goals: (1) to describe the basic
characteristics and capabilities of the most promising
self-contained color display systems, (2) to set forth
some plausible criteria for the selection and evaluation
of color display systems, and (3) to discuss some of the
potential applications of color display systems in the
on-line psychological laboratory .

AVAILABLE COLOR DISPLAY SYSTEMS

Some general comments are necessary to assure that
we have a clear understanding of what constitutes a
color display system as discussed in this paper. A color
display system is best thought of as an integrated,
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self-contained piece of computer hardware composed
of a color cathode-ray tube (CRT), a keyboard, display
controller hardware, and associated firmware and
various input-output interface hardware. The color
display system sometimes includes a CPU, and possibly
an operating system and a high-level language that allows
the system to be a stand-alone computer. These systems
come in the form of microprocessor-controlled CRTs
that combine the best features of existing alphanumeric
and full graphic terminals. They are usually complex
systems, but their basic purpose is to make color
graphics easy to use and affordable.

These systems should be contrasted with "color
imaging systems." Imaging systems allow full color
resolution of television-type images that are processed
in digital format. Imaging systems find applications in
cartography, medicine, and satellite telemetry data
processing; they are costly (often in excess of $250,000)
and are generally not self-contained. Systems of this
type will not be considered in this paper because costs
are prohibitive and applications in psychology are
limited.

All of the systems considered here cost less than
$10,000; several cost less than $2,000. These systems
do not have the color capabilities of an imaging system,
since they are usually limited to only 8 colors, and
certainly to no more than 15. Also, resolution is
considerably less than with the imaging systems,

In this discussion, we have excluded what are usually
referred to as "programmable video games," designed to
interface to the radio-frequency antenna connections
of an ordinary color television. These microprocessor
based systems include the Bally Home Library, UM Tech
Video Brain, Atari Video, and Fairchild Channel F.
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These systems usually sell for $200 to $1,000 and can
generate color characters and graphics. However, they
have limited use in the laboratory due to a general lack
of high-level programming language. They do have
potential for use by the psychologist with some
electronics abilities and a low budget, since they can
be modified to perform some of the functions of the
more sophisticated microcomputer-based color display.
They are worth investigating as laboratory research
instruments in their own right.

The systems considered here fall into two general
groups as a function of the type of color CRT employed.
The first group is composed of systems that use an
ordinary color television monitor. These units usually
cost less than $2,000. At the time of this writing, three
systems are in this group: the Apple II Personal
Computer,' the Chromemco MicroComputer with
Dazzeler Board,2 and the Sorceror Microf'omputer."
These systems are part of the new personal computing
products now available to hobbyists.

The second group of systems use higher resolution
color CRTs. Most also provide a composite video signal
for transmission to other color CRT monitors. Some are
capable of generating signals for only a single color
display. These two subgroups of color display systems
employ special CRTs and are discussed below. Those
systems that cannot be connected to another color
CRT monitor are: the Compucolor II microcomputer,"
the Intecolor 8001 series microcomputer," and the
Chromatics CG 1300, 1500, and 1900 series micro com
puters.f Systems that can be connected to another color
or black-and-white monitor are the Hitachi H-7000
Color Graphic Display Terminal," the Tektronix 4027
Color Graphics Terminal," and the Ramtek Micro
graphics Display Systems." It should be noted that the
Compucolor II, Intecolor, and Chromatics systems
can operate both as intelligent terminals and stand-alone
microcomputer systems, while the Hitachi, Tektronix,
and Ramtek systems can operate only as intelligent
terminals attached to other computers and controlled by
color graphics software. These systems were originally
developed for applications in the process control
industry. They are used to schematically display the
operations of a complex industrial process in the form of
color diagrams. Many process control computer
manufacturers employ color displays (e.g., Honeywell,
Applied Digital Systems); however, these are not self
contained systems. All of the systems in these two
subgroups cost between $2,000 and $10,000, with most
costing over $8,000. The Compucolor II is the odd one
of the lot: It is a very reasonably priced microcomputer
system with a color display that has moderately high
resolution.

CHARACTERISTICS ANDCAPABILmES

As with most pieces of computer hardware, the

technical specifications are complex and numerous.
These specifications are the only completely accurate
means of describing the hardware. This, of course,
makes the task of comparison difficult. However, it
is possible to select from all specifications those
dimensions that are most relevant with respect to the
intended task. With this orientation, four broad
dimensions can be identified that are most relevant to
the potential use of color displays in the on-line
psychological laboratory. Most salient of the relevant
dimensions are the characteristics of the CRT display;
others include the color display system's central
processors and memory, the associated input-output
interface, and the approximate cost.

Table 1 presents a summary of the detailed character
istics for these dimensions for the nine color displays
currently being marketed (as of November 1978). These
are by no means the only characteristics contained
within the dimensions, but they represent those that
produce the greatest differentiation among the displays.
It should be noted that the high-resolution graphics
may not be achieved with a minimum configuration of
the color display system. Cost increases as resolution
increases, due to the additional refresh memory
required.

COMPARISONS

It is difficult to make comparisons of hardware unless
one first establishes those variables that are most impor
tant within the research or computing environment.
From all of those that could be chosen, eight have been
selected that proved useful in evaluating two types of
color display systems for the laboratory at Southwest
Texas State University. These variables and the
respective values of the nine color display systems are
shown in Table 2. The eight variables are cost, signal
compatibility, resolution, accuracy of convergence,
stand-alone capability, display capability, ease of
software programming and reliability. Some variables
allow quantitative comparisons (e.g., cost, signal
compatibility, and resolution); other variables are
more experiential (e.g., display capabilities and ease of
programming); other variables have subjective qualities
(e.g., accuracy of convergence). For example, an
individual must really see a display functioning to
determine how much accuracy in convergence can be
obtained. It would be ideal to have all displays side by
side to allow comparison, but this has not been possible,
although all of the displays described (except the
Sorceror) have been viewed in operation over a 1-h
period.

Finally, one criterion is very experiential, that of
reliability. This variable can be accurately measured only
over the life of the display system. The values presented
in Table 2 reflect the experience of manufacturers,
sales personnel, and users.
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Table I
Color Display Systems: Summary of Hardware Characteristics

Video Display

Maximum
Character Back- Frame High- Stand- Screen Size

Colors Character Display ground Rate (per Resolution Alone (inches)
Product Name Possible Format Size Color second) Graphics Capability and Type

Apple II 15 5x7 40x24 No 30 280x192 Yes 13TV
Cromemco Dazzeler 8 U U No 30 128x128 No 13TV
Sorceror U U 64x30 No 30 240x512 Yes 13TV
Compucolor II 8 5x7 64x32 Yes 60 128x128 Yes 13 HR
Intecolor (8001,8031,8051) 8 5x7 80x25 Yes 60 160x192 Yes 19 HR
Chromatics (CG 1300, 1500, 1900) 8 5x7 85x25 Yes 60 512x512 Yes 19HR
Hitachi H-7000 8 5x7 80)(24 No 54 256x256 No 19HR
Tektronix 4027 64* 7x9 80x34 Yes 30 480RL No 13 HR
Ramtek Micrographics 64* 5x7 80x25 Yes 60 250x512 No 13 HR

Processors/Memory Input-output Interface

Required Additional Auxil- Maximum Approxi-
Refresh Characters Key- iary Baud Video mate Cost

Product Name CPU Memory Possible boards Displays Rate Serial I/O (dollars)

Apple II 6502 8K None 52 Yes N/A M CV 1,800
Cromemco Dazzeler l-80 2K None Std Yes N/A M CV 2,000
Sorceror l-80 8K None Std Yes N/A M CV 1,500
Compucolor II 8080 8K None 117 No 76.8K M None 1,800
Intecolor (8001, 8031, 8051) 8080 8K 32 Std No 76.8K M None 3,000
Chromatics (CG 1300,1500, 1900) l-80 128K 192 128 No 9600 M None 8,600
Hitachi H-7000 6800 4K 256 117 Yes 9600 M CV 10,000
Tektronix 4027 N/A 48K 1024 86 Yes 9600 M RS-330 8,600
Ramtek Micrographics Z-80 48K Yes 101 Yes 9600 M CV 9,600

Note-All descriptions are for the minimal configurations required for operation. CV = composite video; HR =high-resolution
display; M =RS-232C; N/A =not applicable; RL =raster lines; Std = standard; U = unknown.
"Only eight colors at a time, 64 hues possible.

As an example of how these comparison variables
can be used to select a color display system, consider
the requirements established for the on-line laboratory
at Southwest Texas State University: A color display
system with very high resolution and excellent accuracy
of convergence was sought. Further, a display system
not connected to the main campus computer was
needed. Additionally, programming effort in using the
display was to be minimal with extensive display
capabilities. The display was to be used for research,
teaching, demonstrations, and as a controller for a hard
copy output device. Finally, a reliable display system

at moderate cost was sought. Using the variables for
comparison, a Chromatics CG 1398 was selected. A
significant sacrifice was made on one variable for this
unit: that of signal compatibility. Currently, the
Chromatics cannot be connected to other monitors
unlike the original display. Only experience will indicate
the adequacy of these variables for selection of a color
display in other environments.

APPLICATIONS

In addition to the Chromatics color display system,

Table 2
Color Display Systems: Variables for Comparison

Ease of
Signal Accuracy Stand- Display Software

Compati- Resolu- of Con- Alone Capabi- Program- Rella-
Product Name Cost bility tion vergence Capability \ities rning bility

Apple II L Yes L L Yes L M M
Cromemco Dazzeler VL Yes L L Yes VL L M
Sorceror VL Yes L L Yes U U U
Compucolor II L No M M Yes M M M
Intecolor (8001,8031,8051) M No MH M Yes MH M M
Chromatics (CG 1300, 1500, 1900) H No VH VH Yes VH H H
Hitachi H-7000 VH Yes MH M No H H H
Tektronix H Yes VH H No VH H H
Ramtek Micrographics VH Yes H H No VH H H

Note-L = low; M = medium; H = high; VL = very low; VH = very high; U = unknown.
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the Compucolor II color display system was selected
for use in undergraduate research and instruction. At
the present time, the Chromatics and Compucolor II
displays are in active use in two areas. The Chromatics
display is being used in experiments on concept learning,
problem solving, and attribute identification employing
stimuli and paradigms like those used by Bourne (1966)
and many others. The Chromatics is also being used to
investigate the Stroop phenomenon.

The Compucolor II microcomputers are being used
to perform experiments and simulations of phenomena
in cognitive psychology and experimental psychology
employing software written by Bewley (Note 1), Keenan
(Note 2), and the department laboratory staff and
students (Durrett, 1974, 1976). These software packages
are currently being modified to take full advantage of
the color display capabilities. Software packages
developed by Eddy (1979) and by Rodgers (1979) are
being modified for use on the Compucolor lIs.

The Compucolor II displays are also currently avail
able in the Southwest Texas State University Learning
Resources Center. They are available to all students on a
first come, first served basis for game playing and
computer-assisted simulation. At present, there appears
to be high acceptance and interest on the part of faculty
and students with regard to the color displays. Many
students who have not been interested in computers
have been attracted to them solely by the color display
system's intrinsic novelty. Certainly, with the costs of
color display systems reduced, the possibility for many
new investigations is a reality.
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NOTES

1. Apple Computer, Inc., 10260 Band1ey Drive, Cupertino,
California 95014. Phone: (408) 996-1010.

2. Chromemco, Inc., 280 Bernardo Avenue, Mountain View,
California 94040. Phone: (415) 964-7400.

3. Exidy, Inc., 969 West Maude Avenue, Sunnyvale,
California 94086. Phone: (408) 736-2110.

4. Compuco1or Corporation, P. O. Box 569, Norcross,
Georgia 30071. Phone: (404) 449-5961.

5. Intelligent Systems Corporation, 5965 Peach Tree Corners
East, Norcross, Georgia 30071. Phone: (404) 449-5961.

6. Chromatics, Inc., 3923 Oakcliff Industrial Court, Atlanta,
Georgia 30340. Phone: (404) 447-8797.

7. Hitachi American Ltd., 100 California Street, San Francisco,
California 94111. Phone: (415) 981-7871.

8. Tektronix, Inc., Information Display Group,P. O. Box 500,
Beaverton, Oregon 97077. Phone: (503) 638-3411.

9. Ramtek Corporation, 585 North Mary Avenue, Sunnyvale,
California 94086. Phone: (408) 735-8400.


